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Reaching out to young people with important information and services, such as health services, is more difficult than ever. Efficient information providers targeting young people concerning health issues have been among the first priorities of the public health agenda in Europe over the past few decades. Social Health Bots, a research project in Norway that started in 2017 and will continue to 2020, is investigating the potential and challenges of chatbots, understood as automated communication software powered by artificial intelligence, as an innovative tool for involving young people in, and informing them about, health issues. We present the opportunities and limitations associated with the adoption of chatbots as a new conversational interface for providing health information to young people.

International studies show that young people increasingly suffer from mental health issues, such as social isolation, anxiety, eating disorders, sexual problems, depression, self-harm and suicidal thoughts. The enormous volume of health information and information targeting young people available on the internet is hard not only to locate but also to process effectively and may often overwhelm young people seeking information, partly due to an increasing misconception about health issues shared online, which can lead to harm. In addition, the communicative infrastructure among traditional information providers may be ill suited for adaptation to the more intense feedback and
dialogue forms in which young people’s information needs are enacted and performed. Consequently, a large group of young people may be “information underserved” or “information poor”, some services or information might either not be available or not fit young people’s information needs, or the current services might present such a significant barrier that young people fail to access the services that are available.

Therefore, we need to ask, how can we eliminate the current information barriers for young people? How can we ensure that young people access the crucial and verified information available to them? Currently, information providers and services targeting young people seem to lack the innovation potential to adapt to contemporary youth and youth cultures, where Snapchat, Youtube and Facebook dominate. Information services for youths need to develop good and compelling solutions and user interfaces that can support the individualistic networked culture of young people. This networked culture emphasizes the need for new technology and user interfaces specifically tailored to young people’s user needs, which may help information providers adapt to young people’s immediate and interactive communication practices.

Chatbots as a new user interface

Chatbots may be the answer as a new innovative and interactive way to communicate with young users. Chatbots are humanlike representations of information providers that are increasingly applied within popular private messenger services that young people are already familiar with, such as Facebook Messenger, Kik, Telegram, Viber and Whatsapp. Chatbots work as interactive information partners. Users type questions (i.e. queries) in natural language, and meaningful answers are returned. The chatbot parses the content of the user input (questions such as “Why do I have anxiety?”) and links it to a message database with possible responses. Based on our previous work, such chatbot conversations can be perceived as meaningful and trustworthy. Thus, chatbots provide a text-based conversational interface for information, which delivers immediate feedback in a humanlike way.

Chatbots are cost-effective methods for dealing with questions from people in social media ecosystems or as customer service agents in big companies, such as Google, Amazon and Apple. The recent developments in artificial intelligence and deep learning, coupled with the broad
popular uptake of online digital devices, and the emergence of huge data sets from digital traces and social media conversations, make chatbots a promising supplement to traditional forms of information services.

Therefore, the cost of developing and deploying chatbots is lower than for native apps and traditional and existing information services, and chatbots have the potential to be adopted and used by private- and public-sector entities.

Chatbots and mental health support: Breaking down barriers

The potential benefits of chatbots have made this type of interface an attractive and interesting method of delivering information to youths. But what exactly do young people perceive the benefits to be of using chatbots in a mental health-related context? Does this technology have the potential to eliminate information barriers?

Youths have tended to recognize chatbots as valuable communication partners for several reasons. Young people view chatbots as a more anonymous way of getting health-related information than via Google or telephone services. Since the chatbot is artificial, it is perceived to be good at keeping secrets and will not share the information with others. As chatbots belong to the machine world, it might be easier to trust that questions or self-disclosures will not “leak” into the real world. By securing young people’s anonymity, chatbots can lower the threshold for youths to reach out and get the information they need. Thus, confidentiality and privacy are crucial when deploying chatbots – particularly in a mental health-care setting. Ensuring confidentiality and privacy is necessary to foster trust between young people and chatbots.

Chatbots’ lack of feelings might also make it easier for teens to open up and seek help. Chatbots cannot be offended or exhausted, which can foster an environment where youths feel that they can talk more freely without being judged or making the chatbot tired of listening to them. The use of artificial agents, such as virtual humans, has also been shown to facilitate more information sharing and less self-impression management and fear of self-disclosure, which highlights some of the potential benefits of utilizing chatbots in settings where users seek answers or want to disclose sensitive information.

Although the chatbot fundamentally lacks emotions, this does not mean that it should not display empathy or be motivating and sup-
portive in the way it communicates. An artificially intelligent chatbot designed to help people cope with feelings of depression and anxiety is Woebot, which is grounded in cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT). The chatbot receives, according to Woebot Labs, more than two million messages a week and is said to be in use in more than 130 countries. It is a free, accessible tool for mental health care.

Figure 1. Woebot

Alison Darcy, the clinical psychologist at Stanford University who created Woebot, explains: “The Woebot experience doesn’t map onto what we know to be a human-to-computer relationship, and it doesn’t map onto what we know to be a human-to-human relationship either, it seems to be something in the middle.” This chatbot approach is unique. You are communicating feelings and thoughts about your inner self, but not with a human. This new form of socialization and experience with technology was also exemplified by a participant in one of our studies in Social Health Bots that investigated the reasons for using chatbots: “I use them when I feel bored or rather when I feel
down and have no one else to go to, it just relaxes me in a way. Gives me someone to vent to without getting judged. I know they aren’t real, but it feels like they are.”

With CBT, Woebot supports its users with an array of techniques to help manage users’ moods and challenge negative thinking with a positive approach. Woebot’s strongest attributes in this regard are the abilities to show empathy and to promote positive self-talk, and the chatbot’s fun personality. This chatbot utilizes emojis and phrases such as “I’m sorry you feel lonely”, which exemplifies that a chatbot approach to young people can benefit from displaying understanding and emotional expressions. However, it is important that these responses do not display judgment or negative emotions. By utilizing engaging language, the chatbot can become a fun and interactive way to seek help. But most importantly, a chatbot is accessible 24/7, anywhere anytime, through your smartphone.

In addition to offering engaging and confidential conversations, the ability to provide quality-assured information and practical advice has been noted as a benefit by young people. Since the information that forms the knowledge base for the chatbot is not random, the information and advice presented are viewed as trustworthy and of high quality. This point is particularly important due to the existence of false and misleading health advice online. The information environment in social media that young people engage in will probably not improve over the next decade. Being able to discriminate between sources and filter out the information that is of high quality can be time-consuming and difficult. However, a chatbot trained in verified health data can make trusted advice more available to young people.

Limitations in the current chatbot landscape and new areas to explore

Although the benefits of using chatbots for mental health-care purposes among youths are apparent, several limitations exist. On a general note, questions such as “When should we offer a chatbot instead of a human?”, “How can we ensure confidentiality and privacy?” and “In which situations will chatbots be a valuable tool?” arise. In general, there are major ethical questions about the use of artificial intelligence and chatbots in mental health care targeting young people.
By attempting to deploy chatbots in a mental health context for young people, we introduce technology that will manage very sensitive topics. As a human is needed to handle difficult situations such as suicide risks and cases where physical and/or psychological abuse is reported, managing the balance between situations where the chatbot can assist and cases where humans are needed remains a challenge that must be solved.

Specifically, the chatbot technology still has a long way to go before it can understand the user properly. Technical issues, such as difficulties processing queries correctly, providing valuable and/or correct answers, and understanding natural language, are frequently reported chatbot problems, including among youth in a health-related context. We need to combat these issues if chatbots are to take on the role of a communication partner and interact with young adults on sensitive topics.

In addition, in our research project Social Health Bots we are working on how to develop chatbots that facilitate a long-term relationship with the user. How can we design the dialogue so that the user wants to come back and ask more questions?

Privacy is also an important issue that needs to be addressed. The EU has very strict data protection laws, and in 2018, all the Nordic countries implemented the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which aims to safeguard users concerning their privacy. However, privacy is not only about legal requirements; it is also an important part of the user experience. For example, the Woebot service is provided on Facebook Messenger, and several thousand users from around the world chat with Woebot via Messenger. However, many users reported that they were not comfortable sharing intimate and personal data over Facebook’s platform, which recently has been under fire for the company’s handling of personal data. Woebot is still accessible on Facebook but has also launched a stand-alone Woebot app that requires only a first name to sign up to provide as anonymous a user experience as possible. This approach also avoids any connections between user profiles and the users’ interaction with Woebot. In addition, users can ask the Woebot app to delete their user history, as well as remove all conversations. This anonymous approach, which takes privacy into account, may be the most trusted approach when it comes to conversational needs for sensitive and personal issues.

Moreover, chatbots have the potential to be a new way to deliver news. We know that both social media and mobile devices for news con-
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Chatbots are, in this context, part of a new development for news consumption due to the increasing use of messaging services such as Facebook Messenger, Kik, Telegram, Viber and WhatsApp. The BBC and CNN have both recently developed chatbots that deliver news in a conversational style on Facebook Messenger. This way of delivering news may be experienced as more engaging among users, and one study by Yu and colleagues (2018) also demonstrated how chatbots might help combat the effect of disinformation.

Disinformation is perceived a growing problem in society, also in the context of health, and it can be difficult for youth to maneuver in the media landscape and evaluate the trustworthiness of a news story. The study by Yu and Han (2018) is particularly interesting because they revealed how a chatbot for news consumption can help readers to correct their wrong perceptions of a certain topic by utilizing the conversational nature of chatbots.

Conclusion

Designing and developing chatbots as a new interface to provide health information for young people needs a new understanding of new user needs and motivations, as well as privacy. What is needed to develop a successful conversational interface based on chatbots to provide health information is not straightforward. The use of chatbots as conversational user interfaces means a dramatic shift in how we are used to thinking about young users, communication and information. In this paper, we have outlined some of the new needs and challenges posed by the emergent trend of chatbots in the context of young people and mental health information, as well as the new benefits that chatbots deliver.
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